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INTRODUCTION
Today thyroid disease is taking one of the leading places 
among endocrine pathology in terms of overall morbidity 
and prevalence in the world. Due to the environmental situ-
ation in Ukraine, this problem is attracting more and more 
attention every year. This indicator varies significantly in 
different regions of the country and depends on the influ-
ence of environmental factors like stress, iodine deficiency, 
lifestyle, malnutrition, micronutrient deficiencies, and 
comorbidity. In general, diseases of the endocrine glands 
and, in particular, pathology of the thyroid gland cause 
great socioeconomic damage which is determined by the 
cost of medical care and social security (due to disability, 
premature death) [1, 2, 3].

Mass surveys of the population after the accident revealed 
a high prevalence of thyroid enlargement (in 20-40% of 
those who were surveyed) [4, 5]. О.В. Kaminsky and his 
co-authors (2016) conducted a retrospective analysis of 
data and found that the incidence of thyroid pathology 
among all victims of the Chernobyl accident was 40.3%, 
among the participants in the aftermath of the accident 
— 35.4%, among those who evacuated from the exclu-
sion zone — 27.2%, residents of radiation-contaminated 
areas — 28.6%, which is much more (p<0.0001) than the 

general population (3.9%) of Ukraine [6]. According to 
the National Cancer Registry of Ukraine, 137,266 new 
cases of malignant neoplasms (MN) were registered in 
2017; the total incidence of ZN was 381.4 per 100 thou-
sand of the population, including 392.5 for men and 
371.7 for women. Thyroid cancer is more often diagnosed 
among malignant tumors of the endocrine organs and in 
the overall structure of cancer is 1-3%. In Ukraine, the 
prevalence of thyroid cancer was 8.2 per 100 thousand of 
the population in 2018 and 8.3 per 100 thousand of the 
population in 2019. The incidence rate per 100 thousand 
of the population in Dnipropetrovsk region was 6.7, of 
which 3.1 — among men and 9.8 — among women [7]. 
The share of thyroid cancer is 0.5-1.5% in the structure 
of all malignant neoplasms depending on age, gender, 
radiation exposure, hereditary history and other factors. 
According to world data, the incidence of thyroid cancer 
is 20-80 cases per 100 thousand of the population per year, 
mortality — 5 per 1 million of the population per year [8, 
9, 10]. However, there are no unified clinical protocols in 
endocrinology for the provision of medical care to adults 
with thyroid pathology in Ukraine. Therefore, it is import-
ant to supplement modern approaches to the diagnosis of 
such diseases, analysis of scientific and practical aspects 
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of treatment and monitoring of thyroid nodules based on 
current international guidelines of the American Thyroid 
Association for adult patients with thyroid nodules and 
differentiated thyroid cancer, year 2015; joint consensus 
of the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists, 
the Italian Association of Clinical Endocrinologists, the 
European Thyroid Association, year 2010, with taking into 
the account of evidence-based medicine [11].

THE AIM
The aim of the research is to increase the effectiveness of 
preoperative diagnosis of patients with thyroid tumors 
and to assess the use of cancer-embryonic antigen and 
immunocytochemical research.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
 During the the research work the results of diagnostics 
of 60 patients with thyroid neoplasms aged 21 to 83 years 
(mean age 54.6 ± 1.9 years) who underwent fine-needle 
aspiration puncture biopsy were obtained in the polyclinic 
Communal Institution “Dnipropetrovsk Regional Clinical 
Hospital named after I.I. Mechnykov”.

Patients were divided into three groups according to the 
Bethesda System (BSRTC) classification category. The 1st 
group included 18 patients of category II BSRTC (Benign, 
benign lesions), of which 88.9% were women and 11.1% 
were men and the mean age was 46.6 ± 3.7 years. Group 2 
included 20 patients with category V BSRTC (Suspicious 
for Malignancy – SFM, suspected malignancy), female 
(100%) and mean age 58.7 ± 3.1 years. In addition, other 
22 patients with category VI BSRTC (malignant tumor) 
formed the 3rd group, of which 90.9% were women and 
9.1% were men, the mean age was 57.4 ± 2.4 years. The 
research included patients with the first established TR-4 
category of thyroid nodule on the TI-RADS scale (4-6 
points, suspected of malignant thyroid changes).

Patients were interviewed about their complaints, his-
tory, lifestyle and negative health factors; quality of life 
assessment MOS SF-36 (Medical Outcomes Study Short 
Form Health Status Survey), ultrasound on the device 
Toshiba SSA-580A with electronic linear sensors with a 
frequency of 9-12 MHz and a scanning surface length of 
6 cm, fine-needle aspiration 23G (0.6x25 mm), determi-
nation of the level of cancer-embryonic antigen (CEA) 
on the analyzer Cobas e-411 (Roche Diagnostics GmbH), 
cytological and immunocytochemical researches. 

Informative were considered drugs from at least 6 groups 
of thyroid cells, at least ten follicular cells each (preferably 
in one drug). The puncture material on the slide was air-
dried and fixed with methanol for 5 minutes, staining for 
30 minutes by the Romanovsky method. The results of the 
cytological examination were evaluated by the Bethesda 
System (BSRTC) with a standard cytological protocol. 
Immunocytochemical researches were conducted at points 
fixed with methanol and stained according to Romanovsky 
method by restoring the activity of antigenic determinants. 

An indirect immunoperoxidase method using mouse 
monoclonal antibodies was used (Dako Cytomation, 
Denmark). Antibodies against mouse g-globulins labeled 
with horseradish peroxidase (Dako Cytomation, Denmark) 
were used as secondary. Control tests were used to assess 
the adequacy of the methodological procedure. Evalua-
tion of the specificity of the interaction of antibodies with 
tissue antigens was performed using positive and negative 
controls. The results were analyzed by determining the 
number of positive (+) cells using an Axiostar plus mi-
croscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany) at a magnification of 320 
times, and evaluated using the classical H-Score method. 
Statistical processing of the results was performed using 
the methods of parametric and nonparametric statistics, 
implemented in the application packages MDCalc statis-
tical software and Microsoft Excel 2019 (Microsoft). The 
assessment of the conformity of the distribution of quan-
titative values   of the data to the normal law was performed 
using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Under the conditions of the 
normal distribution law, we used the arithmetic mean and 
it’s standard error (M ± m), one-way analysis of variance 
ANOVA (F) with a posteriori comparison of groups with 
each other by Tukey (HSD); in other cases – median (Me), 
interquartile range (25-75%), nonparametric analysis of 
Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA (H) followed by Multiple Com-
parisons (MS). Comparison of relative indicators were 
conducted according to the Pearson Chi-square test (c2) 
and the two-sided Fisher’s Exact Test (FET). The correlation 
between the factors was determined by criterion c2 and 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (r). To assess the 
discriminant significance of the REA indicator for predict-
ing the malignancy of the process, an ROC analysis was 
conducted with the calculation of the area under the ROC 
curve (AUC) and operational characteristics (sensitivity, 
specificity) with a 95% confidence interval (95% CI). The 
level of p <0.05 (5%) was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
A comparative analysis of the studied indicators (Table І) 
showed that the selected groups probably did not differ in the 
gender of patients (χ2 = 2.21, p> 0.05), body mass index (F = 
0.25, p> 0.05), the size and area of   the tumor according to ultra-
sound (H = 2.30, p> 0.05 and H = 1.92, p> 0.05, respectively). 
At the same time, patients of the 1st group were younger in age 
than (when) compared with patients of other groups (p <0.05 
according to the HSD criterion). It should be noted that more 
than half of patients in all research groups were overweight or 
had grade I-II of obesity (WHO, 1997) – 55.6%; 50.0%; 72.7%, 
respectively, in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd groups.

According to the results of the questionnaire (Table ІІ), 
hereditary burden of thyroid disease was noted by 10 pa-
tients (16.7%) from the 1st (n = 4 – 22.2%) and 2nd (n = 
6 – 30.0) %) group, while in the 3rd group there were no 
such kind of cases (p <0, 05). One in five patients in the 
research groups was in areas of high radiation exposure, 
with no significant differences between the groups (χ2 = 
0.10, p> 0.05). However, almost half of the patients of the 
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3rd group (45.5%) had harmful factors at work against 
10.0% of the patients in the 2nd (p <0.05) and 22.2% in the 
1st group (p> 0, 05). Smoking was observed only among 
patients of group 3 (27.3%) at p <0.05 compared with other 
groups. Thus, the analysis of anamnestic data showed that 

the most characteristic risk factors for the development of 
malignant processes in the thyroid gland are the presence 
of harmful factors at work and smoking.

Analysis of patient complaints showed the absence of 
pathognomonic clinical signs characteristic of thyroid 

Table І. General characteristics of patients and thyroid tumors

Indicator
Research groups General difference 

between the 
groups

 Group 1
(n=18)

Group 2
(n=20)

Group 3
(n=22)

Gender, %
ffemale/ male 88,9/ 11,1 100/ 0 90,9/ 9,1 χ2=2,21, p=0,331

Age, years, M±m 46,6±3,7 58,7±3,1* 57,4±2,4* F=4,51, р=0,015

BMI, kg/m2, M±m 28,7±1,3 27,5±1,4 27,8±0,8 F=0,25, р=0,777

Мax diameter of formation, mm,
Ме (25-75%)

15,0
(13,0-17,0)

11,0
(10,0-20,0)

12,0
(10,0-27,0)

Н=2,30,
р=0,316

Area of formation, mm2, Ме (25-75%) 135,0
(112,0-225,0)

106,0
(60,0-312,0)

120,0
(70,0-513,0)

Н=1,92,
р=0,383

Note. * - p <0.05 compared to group 1 (by HSD criterion)

Table ІІ. Frequency of detection of risk factors and clinical signs of thyroid tumors of patients of research groups (abs. / %)

Indicator
Research groups General difference 

between the groupsGroup 1 (n=18) Group 2 (n=20) Group 3 (n=22)

Hereditary (genetic) factor 4/ 22,2* 6/ 30,0* 0/ 0 χ2=7,36,
p=0,025

Harmful factors at work 4/ 22,2 2/ 10,0* 10/ 45,5 χ2=6,99,
p=0,030

Smoking 0/ 0* 0/ 0* 6/ 27,3 χ2=11,52,
p=0,003

Staying in areas of high radiation 
exposure 4/ 22,2 4/ 20,0 4/ 18,2 χ2=0,10,

p=0,951

The pressure in the neck 8/ 44,4 6/ 30,0 6/ 27,3 χ2=1,46,
p=0,481

Hoarseness 2/ 11,1 6/ 30,0 4/ 18,2 χ2=2,18,
p=0,335

Impaired swallowing 2/ 11,1 6/ 30,0 2/ 9,1 χ2=3,87,
p=0,145

Delayed passage of food 6/ 33,3 2/ 10,0 4/ 18,2 χ2=3,30,
p=0,192

Note. * - p <0.05 compared to group 3 (by FET criterion)

Table ІІІ. Level of cancer-embryonic antigen (CEA, ng / ml) of patients of the research groups

Research group
Statistical characteristics

Reference values
Min – max Ме

(25-75%)
General difference 

between the groups

Group 1 
(n=18) 0,20 - 3,31 0,90

(0,53-1,92)

Н=9,01,
р=0,011

1. All subjects:
20 – 69 years to 4,7

40-69 to 5,2
2. Do not smoke or have smoked in the past:

20-69 years to 3,8
40-69 years to 5,0

3. Smoke now:
20-69 years to 5,5
40-69 years to 6,5

Group 2
 (n=20) 0,84  - 3,70 2,01 *

(1,36-2,23)

Group  3 
 (n=22) 0,50 - 85,83 2,05 *

(1,17-3,99)

Note. * - p <0.05 compared to the 1st group (according to the MC criterion)
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tumors with different classification category according to 
BSRTC (Table ІІ). Pressure in the neck was felt by about 
a third of patients – 20 (33.3%), hoarseness was noted by 
12 (20.0%), swallowing disorders – 10 (16.7%), delayed 
passage of food – 12 (20.0). %) patients, without probable 
differences between groups (p> 0.05). At the same time, 
according to the correlation analysis, a direct correlation 
was established between the delay in the passage of food 
and the size of the tumor – r = 0.34; p <0.01.

The research of the level of cancer-embryonic antigen 
(CEA) in the serum of thematic patients showed the 
presence of a direct correlation between the indicators 
depending on the degree of malignancy of the process in 
the thyroid gland – r = 0.33; p <0.01. In benign thyroid 
disease (group 1), the level of CEA of all patients did not 
exceed the reference range, ranged from 0.20 to 3.31 ng / ml 
and averaged 0.90 (0.53-1.92) ng / ml (Table ІІІ). Patients 
with category B BSRTC (group 2), the rate ranged from 
0.84 to 3.70 ng / ml, also without exceeding the reference 
values. However, the median index was 2.2 times higher 
than in the 1st group (p <0.05). In 18.2% of patients in 
group 3 (n = 4), who were confirmed in the postoperative 
stage of metastatic lymph node involvement, the level 
of PEA was above normal. The mean for this cohort of 
patients was 2.05 (1.17-3.99) ng / ml, probably exceeded 
the corresponding value of patients with a benign process 
by 2.3 times (p <0.05), but did not differ statistically from 
indicator of the 2nd group (p> 0.05). Therefore, the serum 
level of REA can serve as a differential diagnostic criterion 
and indicate a potentially malignant origin of the tumor. 
According to ROC-analysis, it is established that a high 
probability of malignant transformation of the thyroid 

lymph node is predicted by increasing serum REA to 0.95 
ng / ml and above – the area under the ROC curve AUC 
0.746 (95% CI 0.617-0.850) at p < 0.001, which provides 
the sensitivity of the criterion 85.7 (95% CI 75.1-96.3)%, 
specificity – 66.7 (95% CI 44.9-88.4)%.

Comparative analysis of immunocytochemical data 
of patients with thyroid tumors revealed the correlation 
between the expression of thyroglobulin, thyroid transcrip-
tion factor-1 (TTF-1), E-cadherin and cytokeratin-19 with 
the potential for tumor malignancy for pragmatic aspect 
of preoperative diagnosis.

It was found that patients with BSRTC-2 (group 1) had 
a weak expression of thyroglobulin (thyroid hormone) in 
77.8% (n = 14) cases and moderate in 22.2% (n = 4). In the 
2nd group of patients with V category BSRTC there was an 
increase in the intensity of the reaction with antibodies to thy-
roglobulin: only in 20.0% of cases (n = 4) the expression was 
weak, and in 80.0% (n = 16) – moderate (p <0.001 compared 
with group 1). With metastatic thyroid disease (group 3),  
high thyroglobulin expression was observed in 63.6% (n = 14)  
of patients, moderate – in 9.1% (n = 2), weak – in 9.1% (n = 2),  
a negative result was obtained in 18.2% (n = 4) cases  
(p <0.001 against the data in the 1st and 2nd groups) (Fig. 1). 
Correlation analysis confirms a direct correlation between 
the frequency of increased immunogenic expression of thy-
roglobulin and the potential for malignancy of the thyroid 
gland – χ2 = 62.53; r = 0.49; p <0,001, which emphasizes 
the prognostic value of this marker for the identification of 
malignant processes in the preoperative stage.

The research of the proliferative activity of thyroid tissue 
based on the expression of TTF-1 protein showed it’s high 
differential prognostic significance for assessing the risk of 

Fig. 1. The frequency of expression of thyroglobulin, TTF-1, E-cadherin and cytokeratin-19 of different intensity in the cells of thyroid tumors with 
different classification category according to BSRTC
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malignant process in the thyroid gland – χ2 = 109.6; r = 0.96; 
p <0.001. Thus, in the benign process in all cases (100%) the 
negative status of TTF-1 expression was established, in the 
case of suspected tumor malignancy – a weak reaction (+) in 
100% of patients (p <0.001), in metastatic lesions – in 18.2% 
cases of strong expression (+++), in 72.7% – moderate (++), 
in 9.1% – weak (p <0.001 compared to previous groups).

The research of the reaction of E-cadherin, which func-
tions as an antitumor suppressor (anti-oncogene), in the 
studied samples of thyroid tumors showed mixed results 
(Fig. 1). In the benign nature of the thyroid tumor (group 
1), suppression of E-cadherin expression was determined: 
in 44.4% of cases, the expression was absent, in 55.6% – a 
weak reaction was noted. The presence of a positive reac-
tion of E-cadherin was noted in all biopsies (100%) with 
suspected malignancy (group 2); including weak expres-
sion was observed in 90.0% of cases, moderate reaction 
– in 10.0% (p < 0.001 compared with benign lesions). At 
the same time, there is no clear link between E-cadherin 
expression and neoplasia. Negative expression occurred in 
36.4% of cases of metastatic thyroid disease, weak reaction 
– in 36.4%, moderate reaction – in 27.2% (p = 0.053 and 
p = 0.001 compared with the 1st and 2nd groups in accor-
dance). This partially satisfies the requirements of timely 
preoperative diagnosis.   

In contrast to the previous marker, the expression of 
cytokeratin-19 with varying degrees of intensity of cyto-
plasmic staining of tumor cells was determined in all stud-
ied neoplasms of V and VI category on the BSRTC scale. 
Strong expression of cytokeratin-19 was observed in 40.0% 
of cases with BSRTC-5 and 45.4% with BSRTC-6, moder-
ate – in 50.0% and 36.4% of cases, respectively, weak – in 
10.0% and 18.2%, without significant differences between 
groups (p> 0.05). At the same time, in the benign process 
in 55.6% of cases there was no reaction of cytokeratin-19, 
and in 44.4% – weak expression (p <0.001 in comparison 
with the 2nd and 3rd groups). Therefore, on the puncture 
material with the thyroid gland cytokeratin-19 is a prom-
ising marker for the identification of malignant processes.

DISCUSSION
The relevance of this study is because the pathology of the 
thyroid gland is one of the main places among endocrine 
pathology in terms of overall morbidity [1].  It is obvious 
that predicting an increase in the number of cases of 
thyroid cancer for the next 30 years reflects the problem 
of diagnosis [4, 5].  In modern international protocols of 
endocrinology, there are no data on the use of the above 
set of markers in the preoperative stage of diagnosis [11].  
Cytological examination of thyroid tumors is considered a 
minimally invasive procedure, but to obtain adequate ma-
terial is not always possible and depends on many factors.  
Based on this, the introduction of immunocytochemical 
and immunochemiluminescent analysis was proposed.

The reliable results of these methods obtained by us 
testify to the expediency of including them in the basic set 
of diagnostic procedures used for dynamic monitoring of 

patients.  Given the fact that after the analysis of patho-
morphological study it was concluded that the sensitivity 
of the level of СEA is high only in the serum of patients 
with poorly differentiated carcinoma.  Use as an auxiliary 
marker for predicting the course of the tumor process is 
appropriate. Only one-time application of these diagnostic 
stages can bring closer the earlier appointment of adequate 
treatment and reduce the cost of expensive procedures.

CONCLUSIONS
Our comprehensive researches of patients with thyroid 
tumors suggest that immunocytochemical diagnosis plays 
a key role in assessing the malignant potential of the tumor 
in the preoperative stage.

Benign thyroid disease (category II BSRTC) is likely to 
be associated with younger patients (46.6 ± 3.7 years), low 
serum REA (less than 0.95 ng / ml), poor thyroglobulin 
expression (77.8 %), negative reaction with TTF-1 (100%) 
and cytokeratin-19 (55.6%).

Differential-prognostic markers of thyroid cancer with 
risk of malignancy (V category BSRTC) include elevated 
serum REA (0.95 ng / ml and above), the presence of 
a moderate reaction with antibodies to thyroglobulin 
(80.0%), a positive reaction – to TTF-1 (100.0%) and 
E-cadherin (90.0%), with moderate or strong expression 
of cytokeratin-19 (90.0%).

Statistically significant markers of malignant thyroid dis-
ease (category VI BSRTC) are: the presence of harmful fac-
tors at work (45.5%), smoking (27.3%), elevated serum REA 
(0.95 ng / ml and above), the presence of severe cytoplasmic 
expression of thyroglobulin (63.6%), moderate or severe 
expression of TTF-1 (90.9%) and cytokeratin-19 (81.8%).

Thus, the most appropriate and practically significant for 
preoperative diagnosis of thyroid tumors is a set of several 
diagnostic methods, which are carried out in one hospital – ul-
trasound with fine-needle aspiration, cytomorphological, and 
immunocytochemical and REA levels in a primary screening.
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